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About This Game

Detective Inspector Hector – the hard-nosed, soft-bellied lawman of Clappers Wreake, a town that took the “Great” out of
Britain. He’s violent, drunken, and has a taste for all things criminal, corrupt, or smothered in curry.

All 3 episodes available now - get the full season!

Episode 1 – We Negotiate with Terrorists:

When a hostage crisis erupts in the centre of Clappers Wreake, Hector has to make a choice: carry out a terrorist’s
demands, or let innocent hostages die. Hector’s still on the fence.

Episode 2 – Senseless Acts of Justice:

Hunting a psychopath, Hector is pulled down a twisted trail of meat, sin, sleaze, and more meat.

Episode 3 – Beyond Reasonable Doom:

Can Hector escape his squalid demise and stagger back to Clappers Wreake to save it from extinction?
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Title: Hector: Episode 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Straandlooper

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 500 Mb

Video Card: ATI or NVidia card w/ 256 MB RAM

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: Audio Card required

English
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Nice way to loose a great portion of time.. My best\/favourite VR experience yet!! (since getting my original DK1)

Why? It's full game with full controls, not a teleporting wave shooter. The Devs have basically let the player's decide what
control system works for them.

Most movement thumbpad games make me sick pretty quickly. This game, once setup correctly for me doesn't. For me... full
speed running using the touchpads, which I discovered works great as long I remove rotation from my thumbs. I setup left\/right
on the thumbpads for strafing. Once I got my control system figured out... I now have a full fun crazy duel wielding shooter with
interesting environments to work through.

I'm writing this review after only playing 20 minutes, but I have put some hours into the VR First Encounter, which I also liked.
This game is similar (obviously) to that, but the environments, graphics, and enemies are better in this one.

Oddly some of the chaos of the SS is reduced based on being able to use both hands to shoot in two directions (at two enemies)
at once.

I bought the first game with full intentions of getting a refund if I wasn't enjoying it (re: getting sick, or simply not fun)... I
almost did, until I played with the control settings. I'm glad I did. Now, the 2nd is out and it was a must buy for me.

THANK YOU devs for giving players control of their VR experience\/controls.

I hope more developers realize that full motion VR shooters CAN WORK!

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED, if you can find a control scheme that works for you. I hope that you can. It's great!!

Happy gaming all.

. I decided to refund after I could not even start a new game.

In the profile creation window, I enter the name and click the confirm button but nothing happens. I could not find any guids
how to get around this problem.

Also, the Quit menu item does not work in the main menu.. It's sad that there won't be sequel to this game, as this is one of the
only great games Tell Tale has made. In fact, it is the best game by Telltale. A great dark-fairy tale story that I highly
recommend.. So much fun.
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quot;Excellent work Lads. Bloody well done." - Cpt. Price (Operation Pegasus). Great game! Makes a lot of fun and is easily the
least scary Zombie game out there!. Better that Grant Theft Auto. This game is the best gift to your autistic friends, especially
today APRIL 1st and 90% discount.

Don't miss your chance.
Don't lose your way.
Don't be afraid.
Be
A real human bean
And a real hero.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZrHBMqj_9g. Great Game good for Multiplayer and Best Killing game not Brutal but ist
fun to play with friends and other stuff if you dont wanna have COD Battlefiel or Arma 3 GET THIS GAME. I expected this
game to be a spiritual successor to John Elway's Nerf Vortex Championship '97, but was disappointed to find out that it lacked
most of the features that made that game a classic. Graphics were bland, and It was hard to differentiate between which team
had the football. In fact, I never found the football for the entire game. You could choose weapons, but couldn't choose if you
wanted to use the classic Nerf Vortex, or the Mega Howler. John Elway wasn't even an unlockable character. Very
disappointing.

Terrible football simulation, would not purchase again.. TLDR - It is a great game! Awesome story but you will have to work to
get the true ending.

Long version: The artwork really puts you into the feel of the story. The music puts the eerie chill into the air. You make your
first daughter homonculus and get attached to her as you run your tasks and trials of everyday life. But the question comes down
to it.. are you willing to put aside everything to rescue your own flesh and blood daughter? And if that answer is yes, are you
willing to murder your newly created homonculus daughter to obtains the means to revive your real daughter?

This game puts your good nature to the test.. What a beautifully strange fantasy of a game, really enjoyed my time with it. It's
Loco Roco! My childhood revived. But this time with perfect ultrawide support and 144hz smooth glory. Cute and amusing :).
This game will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up.
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